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Telling Our Stories: Collective Memory
and Narratives of Race, Gender, and Community Identity
The study of collective memory is an interdisciplinary and intersectional nexus of several disciplines. Claimed by sociology,
history, and cultural studies, each brings methodological and theoretical approaches enriching the panorama of dialogue in the
field of memory studies. As sociologists how do we use the canon of our discipline, the theories that engage our discipline into
that of memory and the collective consciousness of our society? How do we use memory as agency in disrupting power and
systematic inequality, and as a tool for change and action? The Pacific Sociological Association 2022 meeting theme invites
participants to engage in challenging of our histories, memories, new and old, we will explore macro and micro perspectives on
individual and collective memory in our social world.

•
•
•
•
•

Our collective memory has now begun to acknowledge difficult and traumatic past events:
The disappearance of native children in Canada’s boarding schools
The Tulsa Massacre
The internment of Japanese Americans during World War II
The Holocaust
Rape, abuse, incest, and other forms of sexual violence
How has memory of past events brought forward actions towards justice?

How has the narrative about the symbols of past injustices, monuments, names, and invisible historical events changed such
that there is a retelling of the narrative?
How do we deal with questions of authenticity in reclaiming memory? Whose memory tells the story?
The 2022 PSA Annual Meeting in Sacramento, California will give our community a chance to reconnect and join in celebrating
our return to an in-person gathering. We welcome your input and suggestions for panelists and topics for this meeting.
Wendy Ng, California State University East Bay
PSA President, 2022

Patricia Drew, California State University East Bay
Program Chair 2022

PSA 2022: In-Person in Sacramento, California
Currently, all signs indicate that we can hold the 2022 PSA Conference in-person, on-site in Sacramento,
following appropriate COVID safety measures. The state of California and the area of Sacramento allow for inperson events. The Sheraton hotel, our conference site, has upgraded its inside air systems, set up hand sanitizer
stations, and follows local state and county health protocols. We will likely need to collect information from
participants on their COVID vaccination status and/or receive the results of a recent negative test; details on
these health attestations are forthcoming. The PSA will ensure that all persons’ medical privacy is respected.
We have decided to focus PSA resources and programming on this in-person conference, and to hold a small
virtual component for those who really cannot attend and present in-person. There are so many ways that
attending in-person offers benefits that presenting/watching online cannot replicate. After two years of not
being able to meet in-person, we are thrilled to be able to do so. We will, of course, continue to monitor COVID
conditions and planning as necessary in line with the CDC and State of California public health guidance.
The deadline for submissions to present is extended—to November 30th for faculty/graduate students/
applied sociologists, and December 20th for undergraduate students.
At an in-person PSA conference, community building and networking occur throughout the program and
event. We will maximize attendees’ opportunities to enjoy complimentary on-site food and beverages at both
large receptions and small gatherings for affinity groups. We plan to offer free coffee and tea, and are working

on ideas for grab and go breakfast items.
For participants who are parents, we are working on childcare supports in or very near the conference hotel,
with a dedicated budget of PSA funds. We also have funds allocated to provide accommodations that
participants may need to access program content—like for vision or hearing related needs. If you are in need of
either of these supports, please email executivedirector@pacificsoc.org as soon as possible with your
information.
Students who are presenting will once again have the opportunity to apply for a $200 Student Travel Grant in
January. A total of 50 students will be randomly selected from all eligible applicants.

Sessions at the in-person conference will not be recorded or livestreamed for virtual viewing. Any virtual
sessions will be scheduled just after the in person conference, and will be viewable by all people who have paid
conference registration fees, via the PSA program app/online. This provides an option to present for people who
truly cannot attend in person, while also allowing the PSA to focus resources and planning on the in-person
conference. When you submit your proposal to present, you will indicate whether you must present virtually.
So—we look forward to seeing you in Sacramento! You can find information about the conference hotel and a
link to book a room, transportation to/from Sacramento, and more on the PSA website.
---President Wendy Ng and Program Chair Patricia Drew
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2022 Conference: Call for Papers, Online Submission System Information
Submission deadline for graduate students/faculty/applied sociologists/etc is November 30, 2021. Submission
deadline for undergraduate students is December 20, 2021. Read 2022 Conference: FAQs about Submitting and
Presenting
To organize its annual meeting, PSA primarily uses an online system of open submissions to topical areas. For
2022, you will also need to indicate your preferred mode of presentation–virtual or in person. Virtual presentations
will generally be livestreamed, via zoom, accessible within the PSA program app.
You may not submit the same paper to more than one place within the online submission system. You may,
however, submit different papers to one or more topical areas or open-call committee-sponsored sessions.
Please submit only papers you really intend to present. At PSA, papers are generally accepted. Do not submit a lot
of papers in hopes that a few will be accepted.
FACULTY, APPLIED SOCIOLOGISTS, GRADUATE STUDENTS, OTHER PROFESSIONALS
Faculty and other professional sociologists as well as graduate students will access the online system, and select
to either submit a paper or a complete session.
For a paper submission, choose a topical area, and indicate if your paper is (or will be at the time of
presentation) research in progress or a formal (finished) paper. Then select the best topical area; you can find the
list of topical areas below, as well as the program committee members who will organize submissions into sessions
for each of these areas. PSA committees also sponsor some special sessions and seek paper submissions; the list of
these sessions is also included below. DO NOT submit the same paper more than once! Faculty, graduate students,
and other professional sociologists need to provide an abstract of their proposal, with a maximum 200 words, to
include the objective, methods, results, and findings as appropriate.
Faculty, graduate students, and applied sociologists can also submit a proposal for a complete session. This might
be a film or other creative media session, or a panel of scholars who want to present together on a particular
topic. However, submissions of sessions completely composed of presenters from one school are discouraged; these
sessions are often not well attended, and space in the program is limited. Presenters instead should submit
their individual papers, where they will be placed appropriately in sessions with other presenters—and thus also
have the opportunity to learn from these other presenters. NOTE: For 2022, the process for Book Salon (formerly
known as author-meets-critics) sessions is different. Proposals for books to be featured should be emailed to Book
Salon Coordinator Pat Jennings, pat.jennings@csueastbay.edu. Pat will find Discussants for books that are selected.
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Undergraduate students first select either the undergraduate poster or roundtable format, then choose the
topical area that best fits their work.
For a poster, students will prepare a large poster about their research, then stand next to it and explain to any
interested viewers.
For a roundtable, students will send their completed paper to the faculty assigned as Discussant for their table
prior to the conference. Then, at the conference, they will be seated at a large table with several other students
whose research is on related topics; each student will orally present a summary of their work, and then the faculty
Discussant will guide discussion.
Virtual format poster and roundtable sessions will be conducted as similarly as possible to those onsite. At the
time of submission, undergraduate students are asked to provide a longer proposal that includes two pages of
information on their research question, intended contribution of their research, description of theory and methods,
and a third page of source references. Undergraduates also are required to give name and contact information for a
faculty mentor who is familiar with their work.
Undergraduate submissions are organized into sessions by Undergraduate Coordinator Robert Kettlitz.
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2022 Program Committee
Program Chair: Patricia Drew, California State University, East Bay patricia.drew@csueastbay.edu
You will choose from these Topical Areas when you submit your paper. The Organizers listed will review submissions and organize them into
sessions. Please do not send your paper to an Organizer unless you are asked to do so. You must submit your paper in the online submission
system.

Topical Area

Name and Affiliation

Applied, Public Sociology, and Community Research

Sophie Nathenson, Oregon Institute of Technology

Art, Culture, and Popular Culture

Linda Rillorta, Mount San Antonio College

Asian/Asian American Sociology

Hyeyoung Woo, Portland State University

Black Sociology

Lori Walkington, CSU San Marcos

Crime, Law, and Deviance

Josh Meisel, Humboldt State University

Education (Higher Education and other)

Brianne Davila, Cal Poly Pomona

Environmental Sociology

Laura Earles, Lewis-Clark State College

Ethnography

Korey Tillman, University of New Mexico

Food and Society

Rachel Soper, CSU Channel Islands

Gender

Marjukka Ollilanen, Weber State

Indigenous Sociology

Sandte Stanley, Washington State University

Intimate Relationships, Families, & Reproductive Politics

Megan Carroll, CSU San Bernardino

Labor and Labor Movements

Jason Struna, University of Puget Sound

Latinx Sociology

Daniel Olmos, CSU Northridge

Life Course Topics: Youth to Aging

Gabrielle Plickert, Cal Poly Pomona

Media and Communication

Linda Rillorta, Mt San Antonio College

Medical Sociology and Health

Alicia Bonaparte, Pitzer College

Methods

Pete Simi, Chapman University

Migration/Immigration//Population

Katie Dingeman, CSU Los Angeles

Politics, the State and Military

Raphi Rechitsky, National University

Race, Class and Gender

Kristy Shih, CSU Long Beach

Race/Ethnicity

Raul Perez, University of La Verne

Regional Studies, Transnationalism, Globalization, & Development

Shweta Adur, CSU Los Angeles

Religion (including Sociology of Islam)

Reid Leamaster, Glendale Community College

Rural Sociology

Ryanne Pilgeram, University of Idaho

Science and Technology

Taylor Cruz, CSU Fullerton

Sexualities

Megan Carroll, CSU San Bernadino

Social Movements and Social Change

Lisa Leitz, Chapman University

Social Psychology, Identity, and Emotions

Amanda Shigihara, Sacramento State University

Social Stratification, Inequality, and Poverty

Alexis McCurn, CSU Dominguez Hills

Sport and Leisure

Travers, Simon Fraser University

Teaching Sociology

Dolores Ortiz, Oxnard College

Theory: Classical, Marxist, and Critical

Reha Kadakal, CSU Channel Islands

Urban and Community Studies

Pepper Glass, Weber State University

Work, Organizations, and Economic Sociology

Rebecca Li,The College of New Jersey

Undergraduate Roundtables & Posters

Robert Kettlitz, Hastings College

Grad Fair

Kristy Shih, CSU Long Beach

Book Salons

Pat Jennings, CSU East Bay
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PSA Committee and AKD Sponsored Sessions Seeking Submissions
(by graduate students, faculty, applied sociologists, etc.)
Session Topic/Title

Sponsoring Committee

Building an Anti-Racist Pipeline: Engaging with Race from
Early Childhood Education through College

Committee on Rights, Liberties, Edelina Burciaga, University of
and Social Justice
Colorado Denver

Challenges and Strategies of Teaching at Community College

Committee on Community
Colleges

Anita Harker, Whatcom
Community College

Teaching Anti-Racism

Committee on Teaching

TBA

Innovations in Online Teaching

Committee on Teaching

TBA

Self-Care as Social Justice When Teaching on the Margins

Committee on Teaching

TBA

Share and Show: Impactful Assignments and Effective

Committee on Teaching

TBA

Freedom of Teaching and Research in Conservative Political
Environments

Committee on Freedom of
Research and Teaching

Matthew Grindal, University of
Idaho; and Daniel Morrison,
Abilene Christian University

Campus Support for LGBTQIA+ Students, Staff, and Faculty

Committee on the Status of
LGBTQ+ Persons in Sociology

Elizabeth Bennett, Central New
Mexico Community College

Queering Curriculums and Classrooms

Committee on the Status of
LGBTQ+ Persons in Sociology

Amanda Shigihara, CSU
Sacramento

LGBTQ+ Kids, Youth, and Families

Committee on the Status of
LGBTQ+ Persons in Sociology

Katja Guenther, UC Riverside

Intersections of Pandemic: Gender, Race, and Class

Committee on the Status of
Women

Sojung Lim, Utah State University

Parenting in the Pandemic

Committee on the Status of
Women

Megan Carroll, CSU San
Bernardino

Domestic Terror and National Trauma

Committee on the Status of
Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Marcia Hernandez, University of
the Pacific

Anti-Blackness in Communities of Color

Committee on the Status of
Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Marcia Hernandez, University of
the Pacific

COVID-19 and Care Work

Committee on the Status of
Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Marcia Hernandez, University of
the Pacific

Doing Racial Justice Work in the Community, Academy &
Leadership

Committee on the Status of
Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Marcia Hernandez, University of
the Pacific

Decolonizing Classes and Class Materials

Alpha Kappa Delta
International Sociology Honor
Society

Brianne Davila, Cal Poly Pomona,
and Sarah Whitley, Washington
State University

Addressing Course Equity Gaps

Alpha Kappa Delta
International Sociology Honor
Society

Brianne Davila, Cal Poly Pomona,
and Sarah Whitley, Washington
State University
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2022 Conference Hotel and Location:
The Sheraton Grand in Sacramento, California
The Sheraton Grand has renovated its HVAC systems, has hand sanitizer stations in public areas, and has enhanced cleaning
protocols. PSA will implement further COVID-19 safety practices as recommended/required at the time of the conference.
You can book your room at the Sheraton through this link. PSA's special rates are $159 for
rooms for one or two people and one bedroom suites, $184 for three people rooms, and $209
for rooms for four people. Rates are available for a few days before and after the conference.
You can see pictures of the hotel and rooms.

The Sheraton Grand is on the UniteHere union for hotel service workers Fair Hotel ("please
patronize") list. Your stay at the conference hotel helps PSA support fair labor practices in
hotels—and the service workers who have been hit so hard by COVID-19— and helps keep
conference costs lower for PSA and thus registration fees lower for participants.
The Sheraton Grand Sacramento is built around the old public market building, designed by Julia Morgan, the first licensed
woman architect in California. It opened in 1923. It is located within easy walking distance of the Capitol and the riverfront and
Old Sacramento areas, with a wide variety of restaurants and drinking spots nearby.
Sacramento offers many things to do. It has a racially and ethnically diverse population, and is the fastest growing city in
California. Older neighborhoods near the city center feature various styles of housing, from Victorian to modern, and tree-lined
streets.
For those driving, Sacramento is on I-80 and just off I-5. Parking at the hotel is currently $25/day for offsite, $32/day for valet.
Two intercity bus companies serve Sacramento: Greyhound and MegaBus.
The Amtrak passenger train station is close to the hotel. Four Amtrak lines serve Sacramento: the Capitol Corridor to/from the
Bay Area, the San Joaquins to/from the Central Valley, the Coast Starlight north to Seattle and south to Los Angeles, and the
California Zephyr east to Reno, Salt Lake, Denver, and beyond. In addition, Amtrak Thruway motorcoaches connect from other
areas.
The Sacramento international airport (SMF) is about 10 miles from downtown and the hotel. There is a Green Line regional
transit bus between the airport and downtown. Airlines flying to/from Sacramento are Southwest, Delta, United, Spirit,
American, Alaska, Air Canada, Frontier, Jet Blue, Aeromexico, Hawaiian, Horizon, Volaris, Contour, and Boutique, with many
nonstop flights to/from various destinations.

Do You Need Childcare or Accessiblity Support to Attend the 2022 Conference?
PSA has allocated funds to support conference participants who need childcare or content accessibility supports. We need to
hear from you what you need, so that we can plan appropriately. Please send your information to
executivedirector@pacificsoc.org .

Possibilities for childcare include provision of onsite care by the hour, care at a nearby location, and reimbursement for childcare
in your home community. We need advance information to arrange providers in or near the hotel, like how many children and
their ages, and duration of care needed (how many hours and days).
We also need advance information in order to arrange supports for content accessibility, such as for hearing or vision needs.
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Nominate for 2022 Awards
Except for the Distinguished Scholarship Award, the deadline for all 2022 awards nominations is February 1, 2022.
The Distinguished Scholarship Award The Distinguished Scholarship Award is granted to sociologists from the Pacific
region in recognition of major intellectual contributions embodied in a recently published book or series of at least three
articles on a common theme. To be eligible for the 2022 award, a book or the most recent article in a series must have
been published in 2020 or later. If a book has both a hardback and paperback copyright date and no significant changes
have been made in the book between editions, the committee will consider the earlier copyright date as the one
determining eligibility for the award. Nominations must be from individual members of the PSA; the Committee does not
accept nominations from publishers. Edited books are not eligible for this award. The deadline for nominations is
November 1, 2021. You will need to send three copies of the book; request mailing address when you submit nomination
information. Send nominations to awards@pacificsoc.org
The Dean S. Dorn Distinguished Contributions to Teaching Award The Dean S. Dorn Distinguished Contributions to
Teaching Award honors individuals whose distinctions as teachers have made a significant impact on how sociology is
taught. It is typically given for contributions spanning several years or an entire career. Nominations for this award should
be submitted in packet form and include the following information: 1) a summary statement of the nominee’s
contributions to the teaching of sociology that may include, but is not limited to, honors and awards received by the
nominee, publications or scholarly activity related to teaching/pedagogy, papers presented at national conferences on
teaching/pedagogy, innovative approaches to teaching, a discussion of the nominee’s impact in disseminate knowledge,
leadership in teaching, or mentoring students; 2) a current curriculum vitae; 3) a minimum of four letters of support — at
least two from students and two from colleagues — including the nominator’s letter; and 4) other supporting documents
as deemed relevant (optional). Prior nominees are encouraged to re-submit updated materials. For the 2022 cycle, this
award will be given by the PSA Committee on Teaching; send nominations to teaching.awards@pacificsoc.org
The Early Career Award for Innovation in Teaching Sociology The Early Career Award for Innovation in Teaching
Sociology is designed to honor and encourage the work of junior faculty (typically fewer than seven years of teaching
experience). This award recognizes innovative and creative approaches to teaching and demonstrated commitment to
mentoring students. Nominations for this award should be submitted in packet form and include the following information:
1) a summary statement of the nominee’s contributions to the teaching of sociology that may include, but is not limited to,
a discussion of innovative approaches to teaching, a discussion of the nominee’s impact on student learning, or a
demonstrated commitment to teaching pedagogy through presentations, publications, workshops or other evidence; 2) a
current curriculum vitae; 3) a minimum of four letters of support from colleagues and students, including the nominator’s
letter; and 4) other supporting documents as deemed relevant (optional). For the 2022 cycle, this award will be given by
the PSA Committee on Teaching; send nominations to teaching.awards@pacificsoc.org
The Distinguished Contribution to Sociological Praxis Award The Distinguished Contribution to Sociological Praxis
Award honors sociological work in the Pacific region (whether by an academic or non-academic), that has made a positive
impact on social and organizational institutions, improved organizational performance, contributed to community
betterment, and/or eased human suffering. Nominations for this award should be submitted in packet form and include the
following information: 1) a nominating letter that provides an overview of the nominee’s distinguished praxis contributions,
which should make clear how the nominee’s work has made a positive impact and how the contributions are above and
beyond typical professional service; 2) a minimum of two letters of support from individuals having direct knowledge of the
nominee’s contribution to sociological praxis; 3) supporting documents, examples of which include, but are not limited to,
presentations at scholarly conferences, published articles, reports, media materials, community documents, or grant/
contract proposals primarily authored by the nominee, that speak to this significant contribution. Prior nominees are
encouraged to re-submit updated materials. Send nominations to awards@pacificsoc.org
The Distinguished Contribution to Sociological Perspectives Award Each year, the Distinguished Contribution to
Sociological Perspectives Award honors an outstanding article published in the most recent volume of Sociological
Perspectives. To be eligible, the article must be worthy of special recognition for outstanding scholarship and contribution
to the discipline. For the 2021 award, the article must have been published in 2021 (Vol. 64). For the 2022 awards cycle,
awardee will be selected by the PSA Publications Committee.
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The Distinguished Undergraduate Student Paper Award The Distinguished Undergraduate Student Paper Award
recognizes an undergraduate student or students for a paper of high professional quality. This award includes a $200
honorarium and two nights of lodging at the conference hotel. To be eligible a paper must be: 1) worthy of special
recognition for outstanding scholarship; 2) written by an undergraduate student or students in the Pacific region; 3) written
or substantially revised in the last year; 4) presented at the upcoming PSA annual conference; and 5) in article format but
not yet published (needs to meet the standards for a submission to Sociological Perspectives--maximum 10,000 words or
40 pages, inclusive of all figures and graphs). Nominations for the award must include a copy of the paper, an abstract, and
a minimum of one letter of support. Note: an individual faculty may nominate a maximum of 3 papers for this award. Send
nominations to awards@pacificsoc.org
The Distinguished Graduate Student Paper Award The Distinguished Graduate Student Paper Award recognizes a
graduate student or students for a paper of high professional quality. This award includes a $200 honorarium and two
nights of lodging at the conference hotel. To be eligible a paper must be: 1) worthy of special recognition for outstanding
scholarship; 2) written by a graduate student or students in the Pacific region; 3) written or substantially revised in the last
year; 4) presented at the upcoming PSA annual conference; and 5) in article format but not yet published (needs to meet
the standards for a submission to Sociological Perspectives--maximum 10,000 words or 40 pages, inclusive of all figures and
graphs). Nominations for the award must include a copy of the paper, an abstract, and a minimum of one letter of support.
Send nominations to awards@pacificsoc.org
The Social Conscience Award The Pacific Sociological Association’s Social Conscience Award is given to a worthy
community-based organization located in the city in which the PSA Annual meeting is held — for 2022, this is Sacramento,
California. This is a monetary award and honors a community organization that is engaged in providing a much-needed
social service in the community. The awardees will be selected by the Social Conscience Committee; send nominations to
social.conscience@pacificsoc.org

Community College Faculty Meet Ups
The PSA Committee on Community Colleges has been holding online/zoom Meet Ups, about once a month, since
the spring 2021 conference. The committee wanted to create a space for community college faculty to talk about
shared experiences, exchange advice and assistance, and build collegial networks. Each Meet Up has had a suggested
focus, but also flexibility to converse on the interests of participants. Information on upcoming Meet Ups is sent to
persons who have participated in PSA in recent years and indicated they are faculty at a community college; if you
would like to be added to the invitee list, please email your request to executivedirector@pacificsoc.org. Here is the
information for the upcoming Meet Up #6:
You're invited! The Committee on Community Colleges for PSA is holding its next zoom session on Friday,
November 12th.
These sessions are a space for PSA members teaching at community colleges to network and share strategies in
between annual meetings. November's session will devote some time to discussing program goals and outcomes,
although as ever the session will be open to any teaching-related topics, questions, or concerns on peoples' minds.

3:00 – 4:00 pm Pacific Time on Friday, November 12th
https://cnm-edu.zoom.us/j/91480745520
Session sponsored by PSA’s Committee on Community Colleges
For more information or if you have any questions, please contact Sharon Yee at sharon.yee@gccaz.edu
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PSA News and Announcements
Check www.pacificsoc.org for more announcements, including Calls for Papers and Employment Opportunities!

PSA Announces Search for New Editor or Co-Editors
for Sociological Perspectives
Sociological Perspectives, published by SAGE, announces a search for the journal’s next editor or co-editors. The PSA
welcomes proposals from individuals, a team or a department.
The editor(s) will be responsible for soliciting, reviewing, and making final decisions on all submissions to the journal, and will
manage all aspects of the publication and review process using the Manuscript Central electronic submission and review platform.
The editor(s) will work with SAGE Publishing to ensure timely and accurate delivery of manuscripts for publication.
The new editorial office must open by July 1, 2022, with the editor or co-editors officially starting their three-year term January
1, 2023. This editorial term is potentially renewable upon mutual agreement between the editor and the Pacific Sociological
Association.
The journal's purpose is to advance research, theory, scholarship, and practice within sociology and related disciplines.
Published six times a year, each issue of Sociological Perspectives offers 200 pages of timely articles spanning the breadth of
sociological inquiry. Contributions by leading scholars typically address the ever-expanding body of knowledge about social
processes related to economic, political, cultural and historical issues. SP’s Impact Factor (1.771) and ranking (85/149) in the 2020
Journal Citation Reports has climbed during the last few years. In 2020, the journal received 238 submissions and had an
acceptance rate of 25%; total circulation was 11,637.
Applicants should have a strong publishing record, organizational and management experience, collaborative skills, and feel
committed to PSA’s mission: to serve sociologists in the region by providing opportunities for networking and professional
development designed to advance scholarly research, promote high-quality teaching and mentorship, and encourage applied
sociology for the public good, through a professional community that reflects the diversity of our region and enhances the diversity
of our discipline, committed to inclusivity and equity, promoting social justice by examining and challenging the structural and
institutional barriers in our discipline, and building pathways for the next generation of sociologists.
Applicants should reside in the western region served by the Pacific Sociological Association in the United States (i.e., Alaska,
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, and Washington), Canada (i.e., British
Columbia and Alberta), or Mexico (Baja California, Sonora, Chihuahua).
The handout “Professional Development: Thinking about Being an Editor? What You Need to Know”, from a panel presented at
the PSA 2021 conference by current and former editors of various sociology journals (Christine Bose/Gender & Society; Carol
Ward/Rural Sociology, Sociological Inquiry, and Family Perspectives; Hyeyoung Woo/Sociological Perspectives; and Allison
Hurst/recent PSA Publications Committee Chair), includes information that may be helpful.
Applicants should send a letter of interest which includes (1) a description of the proposed editorial team (Editor[s] and some
vision of who the Managing Editor[s] will be) and a copy of their CVs, (2) a vision statement, describing why the editorship is
desired, and goals/what they want to do with the journal, including any possible special issues, and (3) an outline of anticipated
support from the Editor(s) institution(s), as well as what support is anticipated as needed from PSA. For example, PSA provides
Sociological Perspectives with support for the managing editor, PSA travel costs, and coordination with SAGE. The journal
editor’s host institution is also expected to provide support for the editor and the journal office, such as release time, tuition support
as needed, dedicated office space, equipment, and supplies.
Potential applicants may contact the Publications Committee Co-Chairs: Veronica Terriquez, University of California, Los
Angeles, and Victoria Reyes, University of California, Riverside, at publications@pacificsoc.org to discuss PSA and
institutional support in more detail and for any further questions, comments or requests for information.
Letters of Interest should be sent with “SP Letter of Interest” in the subject line to the Publications Committee email address,
publications@pacificsoc.org, by December 15, 2021. The Publications Committee will invite a select number of letters of interest
to submit a full application.
https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/journal/sociological-perspectives#description
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2020 Impact Factor and Ranking of Sociological Perspectives
Impact Factor scores for academic journals last year are out—and Sociological Perspectives’ is at 1.771 (up from 1.194 in
2019). Ninety-six recent articles (published in 2018 and 2019) were cited 170 times in 2020. The 5-Year Impact Factor is 2.384(up
from 1.592 in 2019). There is a caution that scores are somewhat inflated this year due to a change in the methodology of
calculation, and that journal rankings are a better indicator. Sociological Perspectives was ranked 85/149 ‘sociology’ journals in
2020, up from 88/150 in 2019.
Top cited articles in 2020 (including some published in 2020, not included in the Impact Factor calculation this year) are listed
in the table below.
Title

Authors

Limitations of Fixed-Effects Models for Panel Data

Hill, Terrence D.; Davis, Andrew P.; Roos, J.
Micah; French, Michael T.

Nested Contexts of Reception: Undocumented Students at the University of
California, Central
Bud-sex, Dude-sex, and Heteroflexible Men: The Relationship between Straight
Identification and Social Attitudes in a Nationally Representative Sample of Men with
Same-sex Attractions or Sexual Practices
Social Capital's Influence on Environmental Concern in China: An Analysis of the
2010 Chinese General Social Survey
The Limits of Homonormativity: Constructions of Bisexual and Transgender People in
the Post-gay Era
Past Due: Combinations of Utility and Housing Hardship in the United States

Golash-Boza, Tanya; Valdez, Zulema

A Polluting Creed: Religion and Environmental Inequality in the United States

Smiley, Kevin T.

Threat Perceptions of Migrants in Britain and Support for Policy

Stansfield, Richard; Stone, Brenna

You Can Say I Got Desensitized to It: How Men of Color Cope with Everyday Racism
in Online Gaming
Framing and Feeling Fuel Environmentally Responsible Behaviors of Black Residents
in the United States
Not Just a Mothers' Problem: The Consequences of Perceived Workplace Flexibility
Bias for All Workers
Eco-habitus or Eco-powerlessness? Examining Environmental Concern across Social
Class
Doing Sexual Responsibility: HIV, Risk Discourses, Trust, and Gay Men Interacting
Online
Sharing the Monopoly on Violence? Shall-Issue Concealed Handgun License Laws
and Responsibilization
Family Investments in Education during Periods of Economic Uncertainty: Evidence
from the Great Recession
Being Done: Why People Leave the Church, But Not Their Faith

Ortiz, Stephanie M.

Rethinking Greenwashing: Corporate Discourse, Unethical Practice, and the Unmet
Potential of Ethical Consumerism
India, Palm Oil, and Ecologically Unequal Exchange: A Cross-national Analysis of
Forest Loss
If You Love the Environment, Why Don't You Do Something to Save It? Bringing
Culture into Environmental Analysis
Infertility and Self-identification: The Indeterminacy of the Illness-self Relationship

Jones, Ellis

Internet Intimacy: Authenticity and Longing in the Relationships of Millennial Young
Adults

Silva, Tony J.; Whaley, Rachel Bridges
Hao, Feng; Michaels, Jay L.; Bell, Shannon
Elizabeth
Mathers, Lain A. B.; Sumerau, J. E.; Cragun,
Ryan T.
Finnigan, Ryan; Meagher, Kelsey D.

Hegtvedt, Karen A.; Parris, Christie L.;
Johnson, Cathryn
O'Connor, Lindsey Trimble; Cech, Erin A.
Kennedy, Emily Huddart; Givens, Jennifer E.
Robinson, Brandon Andrew
Steidley, Trent
Lunn, Anna; Kornrich, Sabino
Packard, Josh; Ferguson, Todd W.

Sommer, Jamie M.; Restivo, Michael;
Shandra, John M.
Kennedy, Emily Huddart; Johnston, Josee
Johnson, Katherine M.; Greil, Arthur L.;
McQuillan, Julia; Leyser-Whalen, Ophra;
Shreffler, Karina M.
Dalessandro, Cristen

Public
ation
Year
2020
2018
2018
2019
2018
2019
2019
2018

2019
2019
2018
2019
2018
2019
2018
2019
2019

2020
2019
2020
2018

PSA thanks the 2016-2019 editorial team—Editors Hyeyoung Woo, Lindsey Wilkinson, and Matthew Carlson as Editors, and
Elizabeth Withers as Managing Editor, all from Portland State University—and the current editorial team—Editors Black Hawk
Hancock of DePaul University and Bryan Sykes of UC Irvine, and Managing Editors Brad Bartos, Matthew Renner, Ernest Chavez,
and Justin Strong—for their work on the journal.
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Fee Information for the 2022 Conference
This is an unusual year—and to best support both PSA and make the conference widely accessible, the PSA Council revised the
fee structure. Rather than two separate fees (membership and registration) for presenters and people who want the benefits of
membership, there is only one fee this year. Faculty and other professionals continue to pay based on their income, and the fee
for those in all but the highest tier of income are reduced ($130 for annual income >$80,000, $100 for annual income $40,000 to
$80,000, and $80 for annual income <$40,000). One student fee continues to be offered for students at all levels, and is also
reduced ($50). In addition, there is a special fee for persons who are un/under-employed ($20). All persons who are presenting
or otherwise participating in the program need to pay their appropriate fee by March 1 to ensure their presentation remains in
the schedule. Fee payment page and new PSA member area will be open soon on the PSA website.
The special Observer/Audience Only fee will also be available for adjunct/contingent faculty and students who are not
presenting. It does not include the benefits of membership.

PSA 2021 Awardees
Distinguished Scholarship Award : Tahseen Shams, University of Toronto, for Here, There, and Elsewhere:
The Making of Immigrant Identities in a Globalized World
Distinguished Contribution to Sociological Perspectives Award: Young-Mi Kim (Yonsei University), Heiwon
Kwon (Dongduk Women’s University), and Hyunji Kwon (Seoul National University) for their article
“Categorical Matching as an Organizational Condition for Gender Inequality in the Korean Labor Market”,
published in Sociological Perspectives Volume 63, Issue 1 (February 2020)
Distinguished Graduate Student Paper Award : Kayonne Christy, University of British Columbia, for
“Minimizing Race through Colourblind Healthcare: Examining Black Women’s Experiences of Medical
Racism during Prenatal Care”
Distinguished Graduate Student Paper Award, Honorable Mention: Meghna Mukherjee, University of
California Berkeley, for “How Do You Want Your Eggs? The Medical Management of Kin-Making and
Stratified Reproduction in the Bay Area and Kolkata”
New book by PSA
2018 Star Speaker
Pierette HondagneuSotelo, with Manuel
Pastor
South Central
Dreams: Finding
Home and Building
Community in South
L.A.

PSA Vice President-Elect Shirley A. Jackson
(Portland State University) was featured in CNN’s
United Shades of America, with host W. Kamau
Bell, who himself was featured at the PSA 2015
conference in Long Beach.
Season 6, episode 3, “The Power of Protest”, aired
May 16, 2021. Shirley
discussed protests in
Portland in the summer of
2020.—a topic she also
presented on at PSA 2021.

30% discount if
ordered
at nyupress.org, with
code:
SOUTHCENTRAL30

Check it out on Apple TV or
Amazon Prime.
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New at PSA: Mentoring Program
About The PSA mentorship program aims to connect students (mentees) with advanced doctoral students, faculty, or applied
sociologists as mentors. To participate in the program, both mentees and mentors need to be current members of PSA.
Mentor/mentee pairs are generally expected to have contact at least once a month, in a form agreed upon (like email, video
chat, etc.), for at least about one year or until the goals set for the relationship have been met.
Matching of mentors and mentees
Matching considers a variety of factors, based on information provided by both parties.
Mentees indicate what they are seeking from a mentoring relationship, while mentors indicate what they can provide to
mentees. Both are asked to give information that will assist in matching on areas of personal experience and identity, if this is
desired by the mentee and welcomed by the mentor.
To support good matching, it may take some time after a mentee’s application for them to be paired up with a mentor. PSA will
work to make the pairing as quickly as possible. Once a pair is matched, they will be introduced and contact information shared.
What does being a mentor involve? A mentor needs to be committed to the time and energy to share with a mentee. The
mentor is asked to make the first contact and take the lead in ensuring the mentoring work continues. The mentor and mentee
together should establish goals and timelines for their relationship early in the process, and then review and adjust these goals
as time goes on. The mentor needs to be mindful both of what they are ready and able to offer as well as what the mentee is
seeking. Mentors are encouraged to engage in self-reflection, to be cognizant of their place within the politics and power
structure of the academy and society, and apply this awareness in their relationships with mentees. Although the focus of a
mentoring relationship is to support the mentee’s growth, mentors also have much to gain, including an increased
understanding of the lives of students that can make them a better teacher, and the experience of being part of building the
future. Mentors who identify as white are encouraged to read Marisela Martinez-Cola’s (of Utah State University) recent piece,
“Collectors, Nightlights, and Allies, Oh My! White Mentors in the Academy”.
What does being a mentee involve? Mentees need to be reflective and discuss with their mentor their goals for the
relationship—because that is what it is all about! Mentors will ask about mentees’ progress in areas the pair has discussed; one
of the valuable parts of a mentoring relationship is to have someone checking in and holding you accountable. To accomplish
this, the mentee needs to keep all appointments and respond to communication from the mentor—even when the mentee may
be struggling to make progress on agreed upon goals. Mentees should also understand that a mentor cannot provide
everything so we recommend having more than one mentor for your professional development.
How is PSA involved? PSA will check in with mentor/mentee pairs about four months into their working relationship, to see
how things are going, and then again at about one year to gather information on the success of the relationship. If at any time
something is not working well for a mentor or mentee, they are encouraged to contact PSA for problem-solving or to be
matched anew.
Applications—Mentors, use this form. Mentees, use this form.

Questions? Email mentoring@pacificsoc.org

Announcing The Pacific Sociological Association’s 94th Annual Meeting

Thursday, March 30 to Sunday, April 2, 2023
at the Hyatt Regency in Bellevue (East Seattle)

President Augustine Kposowa, University of California Riverside
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2021-2022 PSA Officers and Council (Board of Directors)
President: Wendy Ng, CSU East Bay
Vice President: Sharon Elise, CSU San Marcos
Council (Directors):
Ryanne Pilgeram, University of Idaho
Tonmar Johnson, Solano College
Alicia D. Bonaparte, Pitzer College Allison Hurst, Oregon State
Elvia Ramirez, CSU Sacramento
Katy Pinto, CSU Dominguez Hills
Graduate Student Representative: Melissa Quesada, UC Merced
Past President: Sharon Davis, University of La Verne Past Vice President: Gary Hytrek, CSU Long Beach
President-Elect: Augustine Kposowa, UC Riverside
Vice President-Elect: Shirley Jackson, Portland State University
Officers:
Treasurer: Christine E. Bose, SUNY Albany & University of Washington
Secretary: Amy Leisenring, San Jose State University
PSA Staff: Lora Bristow, Executive Director P.O. Box 4161, Arcata CA 95521 executivedirector@pacificsoc.org
www.pacificsoc.org
Editors, Sociological Perspectives: Bryan Sykes, UC Irvine, and Black Hawk Hancock, DePaul University;
Managing Editors: Ernest K. Chavez and Justin Strong, UC Irvine socperspectives@pacificsoc.org

PSA Council (Governing Board) Actions
March 12, at Council (full Board) meeting by phone/internet conference:
• Consent Agenda: Approved last Minutes
• Sociological Perspectives Editors’ Report: Accepted, with recognition to editors, managing editors, and editorial board
• Publishing contract with SAGE: Approved signing of contract once received, per offer letter
April 9, at Council (full Board) meeting by phone/internet conference:
• Consent Agenda: Approved last Minutes; review of Conflict of Interest Policy
• No further items were voted upon. Council formed sub-committees (Executive Committee, Investment Committee) for the year, discussed
Executive Director annual evaluation plan, set the quarterly Council meeting schedule for the year, and discussed items brought from
committees. Proposal to reconfigure PSA Executive Office into two positions referred to Executive Committee for discussion. Other items
deferred to next Council meeting.
April 30, at Executive Committee meeting by phone/internet conference:
• Discussed pilot of reconfigured Executive Office, and approved as concept, to be further developed by the Executive Committee, then
discussed at next Council
July 9, at Council (full Board) meeting by phone/internet conference:
• Consent Agenda: Approved last Minutes (April 9, April 30)
• Approved: Fees for 2022 to continue as they were in 2021, except that special fee for ‘seriously economically impacted by COVID-19’ will
be $20 and for persons who are un/underemployed, and $20 fee for persons who want print copies of the journal
• Approved: Shift 10% of investment portfolio from bonds to stocks
• Approved: 2021-2022 budget, to be reviewed quarterly
• Approved: Adopt Executive Officer/Administrative Officer model for the executive office, with subcommittee delegated to work on details
and hiring

October 8, at Council (full Board) meeting by phone/internet conference:
• Consent Agenda: Approved last Minutes
• Confirmed: Executive Director may sign revised contract once received from SAGE
• Approved: Pilot 1 year Executive Officer/Administrative Officer split of the executive office, as outlined in proposal; offer new Executive
Officer position to Amy Orr
• Discussed: 2022 conference format and planning
Next regularly scheduled (quarterly) meeting of the PSA Council is January 14, 2022.

Fall 2021 PSA Election Coming Soon
If you paid 2021 fees, watch for your ballot to arrive via email (or mailed if you indicated you required this). As usual, PSA is fortunate to have great candidates. Please take a few minutes to cast your vote and help select the next PSA leadership.
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IN MEMORIAM
UNLV Sociology Department is sad to announce that Dr.
Andrew Spivak, Associate Professor of Sociology at UNLV,
passed away Monday, January 25, 2021 due to complications
from a rare liver disease. Andrew was a valued colleague and
friend to many across our university and our discipline. An
award-winning teacher and crime and delinquency scholar, he
played vital roles in as a mentor to many students and a
supportive colleague to all.
Andrew came to UNLV in 2008 from Norman, Oklahoma after
receiving his PhD in Sociology from University of Oklahoma. He
worked for the Oklahoma Department of Corrections from 1997
to 2008, beginning as a correctional officer and later serving as a
prison case manager and research analyst. He brought that onthe-ground experience in crime and corrections to his work as a
researcher and teacher at UNLV. His students lauded his
mentorship as sharply analytical and deeply informed by both
his disciplinary knowledge in criminology and practical work
experiences in the field that really set him apart.
Andrew deeply valued his students and worked tirelessly for
their success. His excellence is reflected in the trove of teaching
awards he received over the years, including the 2015 UNLV
Foundation Distinguished Teaching Award, and the 2016 Nevada
Regents Teaching Award. Most importantly, his students recall
him as “a positive, and unwaveringly supportive mentor,
advisor, and leader,” who “always made time” for students “no
matter how busy he was.” He taught undergraduate and
graduate courses in criminology, penology, research methods,
statistics, and demography, and supervised an internship
program in cooperation with the Nevada Department of
Corrections.
Dr. Spivak’s research, twice funded by the U.S. Department of
Justice, addressed wide-ranging topics including prison inmate
demographics and recidivism, neighborhood policing, juvenile
prostitution, juvenile justice processing, violent behavior,
tobacco regulation compliance, sexual commerce and
residential segregation. He has published two books and
numerous articles, chapters, and reports. He also used his
research to shape public understandings about crime,
population, and inequality through interviews with local,
national and international print and broadcast media.
Dr. Spivak was a PSA member and attended many meetings
over the years. Stories about Andrew and PSA recently told by
several students at a recent memorial gathering perfectly
revealed his humanity. It turns out that Andrew paid for several
students’ conference registration, PSA membership, and entire
trips when they couldn’t afford it. And he did it without fanfare.
He simply wanted to help those who needed it along the path to
a successful career.
Dr. Spivak is survived by his partner Rela and his young son
Ian.
We’ll miss him.
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Remembering Sinikka Elliott

May 15, 2021
We are saddened to hear that our colleague, friend,
mentor and teacher Dr. Sinikka Elliott was found deceased
today after going missing earlier this week.
Dr. Sinikka Elliott joined the Department of Sociology in
2017 as an Assistant Professor and has been an Associate
Professor since 2019. Her research has concentrated
on family, social inequality, and social policy.
As department head, I have had the honour of working
with Sinikka and have gained, as have so many others, from
her unwavering passion for both understanding and
addressing longstanding systematic inequalities pervading
society. Her early scholarship focused on how families
navigate discussions around children’s sexuality and showed
how gender, race, class and age intersect in parental
approaches to managing adolescent sexuality. Recently, she
worked with a group of collaborators to examine how families
in the US and Canada, including low-income households,
manage the complex task of providing food for their families.
This work revealed the complex challenges families face
trying to meet heightened nutritional goals; from picky eaters
at the dinner table to the stark inequalities that limit the
ability of many households to put healthy food on the table.
Sinikka was an exceptionally skilled and deeply engaged
scholar with a deep-felt commitment to social justice and
equality for all. A highly engaged colleague at all levels of the
department and university as well as the discipline as a
whole, Sinikka was particularly devoted to her students in
Sociology, helping them to learn and grow personally and
intellectually.
On behalf of all of us at the Department of Sociology, I
offer my most sincere condolences to Sinikka’s family and
friends. Our thoughts are with you during this difficult time.
—Dr. Guy Stecklov, Professor and Department Head, UBC
Faculty of Arts, Department of Sociology
More remembrances and information

News from Other Organizations
Visit the PSA website, www.pacificsoc.org, for more announcements, including employment opportunities and calls for papers.

For more than 25 years, SSRN has assembled,
disseminated, and promoted early scholarly
contributions from researchers around the world,
including nearly 8,500 professionals in sociology.
Recently, SSRN has organized within its services a
brand-new dedicated Sociology Research Network
where https://www.ssrn.com/index.cfm/en/
sociologyrn/ professionals can:

•

Submit working papers for dissemination to
researchers throughout the world

•

Meet and network with peers and colleagues,
especially sustainability and environmental research
researchers and analysts from leading American and
international academic institutions

•

Leverage shared experiences and expertise to
foster the development and adoption of best
practices
Identify opportunities for professional development
and recognition.
In today’s competitive landscape, everybody is
looking to grow professional visibility, measure
research impact, and to find new ways to connect
with colleagues who share similar research
interests. SSRN boasts a global registered user
community of 2.5 million, and 16 million working
papers are downloaded annually.
SSRN is a FREE and OPEN-ACCESS resource – there is
no charge to access the service, submit working
papers (and view downloads and citations), or to
download papers without limit. Go to https://
www.ssrn.com/index.cfm/en/ and follow the top
menu SUBMIT A PAPER to get started.
For more information, please contact Brian St.
Germain at bstgermain@ssrn.com.
California Sociological Association Annual meeting

Radical Sociology: Challenging Multiple Pandemics
Online via Zoom
Nov 12-13, 2021
Keynote: The Global Police State and the Challenge
of Radical Sociology, William I. Robinson
Have you checked out the Ethnographic Café?
Interviews, zoom meetings, photo essays and more!
The Ethnographic Café is a place for ethnographers to
meet across disciplines, generations, and countries. We
gather to talk about all things ethnographic, from history,
design, and method to analysis, writing and
dissemination.
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ANNUAL MEETING

The Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP) invites you to join us in Los Angeles, CA, August 57, 2022 in order to further a dialogue aimed at social change and action rooted in data and theory. The
program theme selected by President Noreen M. Sugrue is The Sociological Reimagination: From Moments
to Momentum. The 2022 meeting provides opportunities to define, energize, and commit to concrete social
actions and policy work. For more information contact sssp@utk.edu.

CALL FOR PAPERS

The Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP) is accepting submissions for our 72nd Annual
Meeting, to be held August 5-7, 2022, at the Omni Los Angeles Hotel at California Plaza in Los Angeles,
CA. The program theme selected by President Noreen M. Sugrue is The Sociological Reimagination: From
Moments to Momentum. Papers or extended abstracts for presentations must be submitted via our online
submission process no later than 11:59 p.m. (Eastern Time) on January 15, 2022 in order to be
considered. For more information contact sssp@utk.edu.

COMPETITIONS

The Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP) is pleased to announce our 2022 Student Paper
Competitions and Outstanding Scholarship Awards. In order to be considered for any of the Student Paper
Competitions, applicants are required to submit their papers to a session through the Annual Meeting Call for
Papers no later than 11:59 p.m. (Eastern Time) on January 15, 2022. Please note that students may only
submit to one division and that each division has its own deadline and submission process. For more
information contact sssp@utk.edu.

FUNDING OPPORTUNITY
The Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP) is soliciting applications for the 2022 Racial/Ethnic
Minority Graduate Fellowship. Persons identified as American Indian/Alaska Native, Arab/Middle Eastern/
North African, Asian/Asian-American, Black/African American, Hispanic/Latinx, Native Hawaiian or Other
Pacific Islander, or, including Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) from one of the
aforementioned groups, accepted into an accredited doctoral program in any one of the social and/or
behavioral sciences are invited to apply for the $15,000 fellowship. Two students will be funded. Online
applications must be received in their entirety no later than no later than 11:59 p.m. (Eastern Time) on
February 1, 2022. All applicants must be a current SSSP member at the time of their application. Contact
Dr. Teresa Irene Gonzales, Chair, Racial/Ethnic Minority Graduate Fellowship Committee, with questions
concerning the fellowship: teresa_gonzales@uml.edu.

JOIN/RENEW SSSP: https://www.sssp1.org/index.cfm/m/255/fuseaction/ssspmember.portal There has
never been a better time to join/renew your SSSP membership and to add a new Division. Those who join/
renew before 12/31/21 can take advantage of the “Buy One, Get One Free” Promotion for the 2022 calendar
year.
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